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Introduction
Abstract
Matter with a high energy density (.10 joules per cm ) is prevalent the total recombination from the L shell . In Fig. 1 we plot the spectrally
3

10

resolvedplasmas
X-ray emission over a range of excitation photon energies
Dense
between 1,560 and 1,830 eV. The spectra show the main Ka peak
> The dense plasma state is a common phase of matter in the
around 1,487 eV, followed by a series of peaks corresponding to emisuniverse and can be found in all types of stars.

sion from higher charge states due to a growing number of L-shell holes.

Recent experiments for Al dense plasmas
> The LCLS experiment measured K-edge thresholds and Kα
emission from solid-density Al plasma (T=0~80 eV).

> The
plasmas
areemission
created from
duringhighly
experiments
The dense
observation
of Ka
chargedinvolving
ions in a highdense
systemlight
is not
of itself
novel,
being routinely
when
chargedpower
sources
such
as National
Ignition observed
Facility (NIF)
and
particle beams
(suchx-ray
as ions
or optical-laser-generated
recently
developed
free-electron
lasers (XFELs). energetic elec-

– Kα fluorescence detected and spectrally resolved as a function
of the incoming photon energy
– the onset of the incident photon energy corresponds to the K-

trons) interact with sold targets11–17. However, our results differ from
> IPD (Ionization Potential Depression): The screening by the dense
edge; IPD for K-shell obtained for each charge state
these experiments in two important ways. First, in our experiment the
free-electron environment shifts the atomic energy levels, leading to
K-shell holes are created exclusively by intense, quasi-monochromatic > The Orion experiment investigated K-shell emissions from hot
a
reduction
of the
ionization
X-ray
photons
rather
than potentials.
by collisions with broadband energetic dense Al plasma (T=700 eV).
particles.
The main
absorption
(creating
K-shell for
holes)
> Quantitative
predictions
of IPDprocess
are of crucial
importance
a will
– Lyβ and Heβ transition lines measured as the density increases
therefore
only take place
a particular
ion ifofthe
correct
understanding
andin
accurate
modeling
anyphoton
atomicenergy lies
– The 3p state becomes unbound due to the IPD effect when the
above that occurring
ion’s K edge,
or,agiven
that
the X-rays
are so intense, if a K
processes
within
dense
plasma
environment.
density is larger than 8~10 g/cm3.
electron is resonantly pumped to a vacant L-shell state. It follows that
> Only
recent
experiments
quantitative
verify
the
X-ray
free-electron
laserprovide
(FEL) acts
not onlydata
as atopump—exciting
week ending
theoretical
models
whose
predictions sometimes
extensively.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Left—The grey region shows the continuum for different charge states, as determined from the
experimental spectra in Fig. 1, with the dark grey region corresponding to the observed range of the K edge. The values given
by the SP and EK calculations correspond to the edges calculated
at the time of maximum emission for each associated K-" line.
The calculated energy to pump a K-L and K-M transition (for
> fixed configuration calculation using a microcanonical ensemble
the
same number of L shell electrons in the final state) is also
in the presence
of the free-electron
electron)zones
density
indicated.
Right—IPD
values; the (plasma
darker colored
of the
histogram
correspond
to bound-state
the IPD configuration
variation detected,
> probability
of finding one
within thefor
the
experimentalensemble
bars, andfrom
to the
IPD variation during the
grand-canonical
thetotal
first step
system evolution, for thebound
simulated ones.

Second step:
fixed-config. calculation

Y

e ("b µ)nb /T
,
1 + e ("b µ)/T
The IPD has an influence
b not only on the number of K-"
P[nb ] =

peaks observed, but also on the energy at which they are
> free-electron
density
obtained
theasfirst
emitted.
For highly
charged
Alfrom
ions,
canstep
be seen in Fig. 2
for the charge statescontinuum
VIIX
and VIII, the SP model predicts a
2
far smaller⇢IPD,
that the lowest
| penergy
(r)| ñofpthe
(µ,continuum
T)
f (r)so=
is such that the M shell rebinds,
resulting in greater screenp
ing of the L-shell electrons, and a shift in the K-" energy
> bound-electron
is self-consistently
whereas
[23].
In contrast, density
the larger
IPD predictedupdated,
by EK means
that
free-electron
is fixed
during
theall
SCF
the
M shell isdensity
pressure
ionized
for
theprocedure.
ions (as in the cold
solid). The effect of this difference can be seen again in
0.6
Fig. 1, where
the spectrum
corresponding
T=80 eV
T=240
eV
T=30 the
eV arrows under
to 1830
pumping
show
thateV
the simulations
using the SP
T=60
eV
T=160
T=500 eV
0.5 eV
model predict the wrong position for the VII–XI K-" lines,
0.4
while the EK model agrees with experiment; i.e., the data
demonstrate that the M shell is indeed pressure ionized.
0.3
This effect explains the discrepancies in the energies of the
K-"0.2lines in the simulations presented in [19], which used a
modified version of the SP model.
0.1 additional evidence, in Fig. 3 we plot the spectra
As
showing
the secondary K-" series, corresponding to the
0
emission
0 from2atoms 4with a doubly
6
8ionized10K shell
12[24].
Charge
statefor ionizing a second
Since the energy threshold
values
electron from
the K of
shell
are states
higherfor
than
the Ktemperatures
edges for
Probability
distribution
charge
different
the main satellite series, the progressive appearance of these
lines occurs at higher pump photon energies. The four lines
shown are emitted from the same ion stages responsible for
the emission of the lines V–VIII in the main series, so the
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> Our two-step HFS calculations of the K-shell threshold energies
agree with the LCLS experiment, while the average-atom model alone
(first step only) fails in reproducing experiment.

two-step HFS
mEK model
SP model

> Our model computes the energy shifts of all individual orbitals with
and without plasma screening, providing IPDs in a consistent manner.
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> For the IPD model, neither the mEK model nor the SP model are
close to our two-step HFS approach.
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> Our two-step HFS model can calculate individual Kα transition lines,
whereas the average-atom model alone cannot.
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FIG. 5 (color online). A compilation of the experimental data
at different densities compared to FLYCHK predictions using
Stewart and Pyatt and Ecker and Kröll treatments of ionization
potential depression. The density of the curves from bottom to
top is 1.2, 2.5, 4, 5.5, and 9 g=cc. The SP plot has an additional
curve at 11:6 g=cc.

XATOM toolkit

Theory
We implement an integrated toolkit, XATOM, to treat x-ray-induced
processes based on nonrelativistic quantum electrodynamics and
code using both the SP and EK models of IPD, with the
perturbation theory within the Hartree–Fock–Slater model. It has
same prescription for SP and EK models used here as in
been extended to treat the electronic structure of atoms in a solid or
Ref. [1]. The curves of both experiment and simulation
a plasma with the muffin-tin approximation.

are in arbitrary units and have been scaled in intensity for
clarity. The experimental curves from bottom to top were
conditions of the total aluminum
density and peak electron temperature: 1:2 !
>material
Photoionization
0:4
g=cc,
550
eV;
2:5
!
0:3 g=cc, 650 eV; 4 ! 0:5 g=cc,
> Auger (Coster–Kronig) decay
700 eV; 5:5 ! 0:5 g=cc, 550 eV; 9 ! 1 g=cc, 700 eV.
> Fluorescence
The simulations use the measured density but the tempera>ture
Shake-off
in all cases is 700 eV. The simulations using the
prescription
for IPD are in qualitative agreement with
>SP
Elastic
x-ray scattering
experiment
but suggest that delocalization of the n ¼ 3
> Resonant elastic x-ray scattering (dispersion correction)
levels, from bound states to the continuum, would occur at
Using the plasma extension, these processes can be treated with
a slightly higher density (11:6 g=cc) than indicated by the
screening effect in a plasma environment.
experiments. This curve is the top curve of the SP plots in
Fig. 5. However the abrupt steps at the bound-free edges in
Damage
dynamicsare unphysical and a more realistic picture
the simulations
Toshould
simulate
electronic
damage dynamics
in intense x-ray
pulses,
include
broadening
of the bound-free
edges
due to
we
use the rate[18].
equation
approachthe
withsimulations
photoionization
cross
fluctuations
In contrast
with
the EK
sections,
Auger
rates,
and fluorescence
rates, for
all possible
model for
IPD
predict
a very different
outcome.
Then-hole
EK
electronic
configurations
for all possible
+nncharge
states.at all but
model predicts
delocalization
of the
¼ 3 levels
the lowest density sampled in the experiment. Importantly
Applications
the EK model removes the n ¼ 3 level to the continuum by
at a density
too and
lowscattering
for Starkdynamics
broadening
of intensity
the lines
>IPD
Ionization,
relaxation,
at high
and merging with the continuum to be an alternative pos> Charge distribution analysis of noble gases in XFELs
sibility according to line-shape theory; a theory which has
> Photoelectron / Auger / fluorescence spectra
been verified against experiment over several decades
>[14,19–21].
Multi-wavelength
diffractionfrom
at high
intensity
The anomalous
densities inferred
Stark
broadening
of measured spectra are consistent with the radiationhydrodynamics predictions of the target density. On the
Physical
fitted atprocesses
the following

Conclusions

He-like: ε3p

> The two-step HFS model can be a useful tool for calculating
atomic properties within plasmas with wide-ranging applications.

He-like: εs
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Density (g/cm3)
> The H-like Al is calculated with the exact one-electron potential and
the He-like Al is calculated with the exact Hartree-Fock potential.
> For this high temperature, the plasma electron density contributes to
only classical Coulomb interaction.
> The 3p state of H-like Al (He-like Al) is no longer bound after the
density is larger than ~12 g/cm3 (~10 g/cm3), so the Lyβ (Heβ)
transition line would disappear.
> Our results are consistent with the experimental data and the results
of the SP model.
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> Our model provides a reliable calculation in both weakly and
strongly coupled plasma regimes.

H-like: εs
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> For the Orion experiment, our prediction on the 3p state is in good
agreement with the SP model and experimental data.

H-like: ε3p

-100

> We choose the most probable bound-electron configuration (not
always ground-state configuration) of the most probable charge state.
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> For the LCLS experiment, our results on the K-shell threshold
energies of different charge states within Al plasma shows good
agreement with experimental data. Our calculated IPDs lie between
the SP and mEK models.

-20

two-step HFS

Lyβ

> Our two-step HFS model includes (i) average-atom calculation at
a given temperature and (ii) fixed-configuration calculation taking
into account the free-electron density.

0

unscreened HFS

1750

Heβ
5.5 g/cc

> We extend the standard HFS approach for calculating atomic
energy levels for ions embedded in a plasma.
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> There is a strong need for a rigorous and consistent theoretical
approach able to calculate the IPD effect for plasmas in different
coupling regimes.
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First step:
average-atom calculation
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Two-step HartreeFock-Slater model

> The Orion results could only be described with the SP model,
whereas the EK model showed a clear disagreement with their data.

400

Emitted photon number (sr–1eV–1)

6

– extended for weakly coupled plasmas
> The LCLS results agrees with the modified EK model, but
disagrees with the extensively used SP model.
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> SP model: Stewart & Pyatt, Astrophys. J. 144, 1203 (1966).
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L shell into the vacant K-shell state. That is to say that
we
LCLS experiment
are not reliant on observing emission
from states very close
1,800
to the continuum, that are subject to significant line broad1,780
1 × 10
ening, in orderK-edge
to determine whether or not ionization has
1,760
occurred.
1,740
investigations, and the study of matter in extreme conditions.
3 × 10
1,720 We model our experimental results with atomic kinetics
The experiment was performed at the LCLS soft X-ray materials
simulations using the collisional-radiative superconfigura1,700
science instrument (SXR), where a 1.0-mm-thick aluminium (Al) foil
tion code SCFLY [20]. The code is specifically tailored to
1,680
was irradiated with 80-fs X-ray pulses at photon energies in the range
× 10
x-ray laser related problems, and has previously 1 been
1,660
1,560–1,830 eV (at and above the Al K edge). The LCLS pulse contested in the noncollisional regime [21]. It uses a rate
1,640
tained ,1012 photons with an energy bandwidth of ,0.4%. The X-ray
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1,620
equation formalism to calculate the timeansevolution
of
the
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3 × 10
e tr
nc the effects of the
1,600
the focal spot was characterized ex situ by analysing imprints in lead
atomic populations, taking into account
na
so
Re
tungstate (ref. 9), indicating a spot size of 9.1 6 0.8 mm2, that is, a peak
1,580
IPD
for
the
different
ionization
stages,
and
provides
as
an
intensity of 1.1 3 1017 W cm22. Aluminium was studied because it is a
1,560
× 10
output
the time resolved temperature, density, CSD, 1opac1,460 1,480 1,500 1,520 1,540 1,560 1,580 1,600 1,620 1,640 1,660 1,680
prototypical free-electron metal, presenting all the intricacies of a highity and emission spectra.
We energy
have(eV)incorporated the SP (the
Emitted photon
electron-density system, yet possessing a relatively simple atomic
full1analytical
model
in
Ref.
[2])
EK ofmodels
ofFEL
IPD
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et al.,as
Nature
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(2012).
| Spectrally
resolved
Ka
emission
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a and
function
the X-ray
structure. Our main target diagnostic is X-ray emission spectroscopy, Figure
withinphoton
the code.
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spatial
across
energy.
colourvariation
coding (barinonintensity
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sensitive to recombination from the L to the K shell, that is, to Al Ka excitation
emission
intensity on a9:1
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scale.2 Roman
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approximately
! 0:8 !m
area ofnumerals
the LCLS
emission, in the spectral range 1,460–1,680 eV.
charge state of the emission peak: red, for states with a single K-shell hole; blue,
The absorption process in the Al foil is dominated by K-shell photowas taken into account, by appropriately summing and
for states with a double K-shell hole. Peaks around the resonance line (dashed
absorption, ejecting a core electron into the continuum, because the white
weighting
simulations
at
different
intensities,
with
the
line, indicating where the FEL photon energy equals the emitted photon
cross-section for L-shell and valance-band photoionization is over a energy)
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K–Lby
transitions.
spatial
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spot determined
laser imfactor 10 smaller. After photoionization, the filling of the K-shell hole Open
circles,inK PbWO
edges for the
various charge states calculated in the SCFLY code,
prints
4 taken during the experiment [22].
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by KLLstructure
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the electronic
of anproducing
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> one
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finite-temperature
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> solve the Schrödinger equation with XATOM
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contrast
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– muffin-tin approximation for the atomic potential
distribution
chemical
potential
agreement with the experimental K-" spectra.
– Slater exchange potential
In Fig. 2 we plot the experimentally
1 detected and calcuñp (µ,
)=
– numerical grid method (generalized pseudospectral method)
lated K edges,
andTthe
corresponding
IPD values, for the
1 + e("p µ)/T
first five charge states. The experimental K edges are
– bound and continuum states obtained by diagonalizing the
discretized Hamiltonian with the same atomic potential
determined
by
the
appearance
of
the
peaks
in the
> charge neutrality of the plasma on average, assuming
thatspectra
as a function
of the from
LCLS
– no boundary condition at the Wigner-Seitz radius; use a
electrons
do not escape
thephoton
plasma energy, while the calculated
ones
are
given
by
simulations
performed
at photon
Z
sufficiently large maximum radius
energies given by the experimental
edges, taking the edge
= the corresponding
d3 r ⇢(r, T )line emission is
elecwhere
ε
value at theN
time
outer-ionization
rr
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maximum. The last three scharge states are not shown
determining
the K-edge
for these lines
> because
chemical potential
determined
from theposition
charge neutrality
is complicated by the presence of the overlapping K-#
inner-ionization
condition
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series. The
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energies
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the
shells
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the free ions
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> figure
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flat potential
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Schematic diagram of an atomic model in a plasma
variation of the IPD as the electron density increases during the evolution of the system. The success of the EK
calculations compared with those employing the SP model
is clear.
1,820

Controversy in theoretical IPD models: EK vs. SP
> EK model: Ecker & Kröll, Phys. Fluids 6, 62 (1963)
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throughout the Universe, being present in all types of stars1 and

The charged environment within a dense plasma
leads to the
towards the centre of the giant planets2,3; it is also relevant for
phenomenon
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(IPD) and
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4
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thermodynamic
transport
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their results
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Stewart
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approach
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Hartree-Fock-Slater
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radiative-collisional
code show
experimental
Al data conducted
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the aaccuracy
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good qualitative agreement with the experimental results. We
models. Our model can be a useful tool for calculating atomic
obtain insights into the evolution of the charge state distribution
properties within dense plasmas with wide-ranging applications to
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